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For courses in Networking/Communications. Motivate your students with a top-down, layered approach to computer networking
Unique among computer networking texts, the Seventh Edition of the popular Computer Networking: A Top Down Approach builds
on the author's long tradition of teaching this complex subject through a layered approach in a "top-down manner." The text works
its way from the application layer down toward the physical layer, motivating students by exposing them to important concepts
early in their study of networking. Focusing on the Internet and the fundamentally important issues of networking, this text provides
an excellent foundation for students in computer science and electrical engineering, without requiring extensive knowledge of
programming or mathematics. The Seventh Edition has been updated to reflect the most important and exciting recent advances
in networking. MasteringComputerScience™ not included. Students, if MasteringComputerScience is a recommended/mandatory
component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MasteringComputerScience should only
be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
MasteringComputerScience is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Interactive, self-paced tutorials provide individualized coaching to help students stay on track. With a
wide range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even the most difficult concepts.
On computer networks
This new networking text follows a top-down approach. The presentation begins with an explanation of the application layer, which
makes it easier for students to understand how network devices work, and then, with the students fully engaged, the authors move
on to discuss the other layers, ending with the physical layer. With this top-down approach, its thorough treatment of the topic, and
a host of pedagogical features, this new networking book offers the market something it hasn't had for many years- a well-crafted,
modern text that places the student at the center of the learning experience. Forouzan's Computer Networks presents a complex
topic in an accessible, student-friendly way that makes learning the material not only manageable but fun as well. The appealing
visual layout combines with numerous figures and examples to provide multiple routes to understanding. Students are presented
with the most up-to-date material currently available and are encouraged to view what they are learning in a real-world context.
This approach is both motivating and practical in that students begin to see themselves as the professionals they will soon
become.
By starting at the application-layer and working down to the protocol stack, this text provides a motivational treatment of important
concepts for networking students.
TOP-DOWN NET DES _c3
Top-down Network Design
Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions
A Systems Approach
Computer Networking [Global Edition]

Computer Networks: A comprehensive top-down approach explores the key principles of computer networking, with examples
drawn from the real world of network and protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary example, this best-selling and classic
textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The top-down oriented approach encourages students to think
about how individual network components fit into a larger, complex system of interactions. This book has a completely updated
content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including 5G, WiFi,
network security, and network applications. There is now increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting
research and design is currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design and architecture; the ways users can
connect to a network; the concepts of switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end protocols; congestion control and resource
allocation; and end-to-end data. This book is written for graduate or upper-division undergraduate classes in computer networking. It
will also be useful for industry professionals retraining for network-related assignments, as well as for network practitioners seeking
to understand the workings of network protocols and the big picture of networking. - Completely updated content with expanded
coverage of the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students. - Increased focus on application layer issues
where innovative and exciting research and design is currently the center of attention
Original textbook (c) October 31, 2011 by Olivier Bonaventure, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
made possible by funding from The Saylor Foundation's Open Textbook Challenge in order to be incorporated into Saylor's
collection of open courses available at: http: //www.saylor.org. Free PDF 282 pages at https: //www.textbookequity.org/bonaventurecomputer-networking-principles-protocols-and-practice/ This open textbook aims to fill the gap between the open-source
implementations and the open-source network specifications by providing a detailed but pedagogical description of the key principles
that guide the operation of the Internet. 1 Preface 2 Introduction 3 The application Layer 4 The transport layer 5 The network layer 6
The datalink layer and the Local Area Networks 7 Glossary 8 Bibliography
Computer Networkingprovides a top-down approach to this study by beginning with applications-level protocols and then working
down the protocol stack. Focuses on a specific motivating example of a network-the Internet-as well as introducing students to
protocols in a more theoretical context. New short "interlude" on "putting it all together" that follows the coverage of application,
transport, network, and datalink layers ties together the various components of the Internet architecture and identifying aspects of the
architecture that have made the Internet so successful. A new chapter covers wireless and mobile networking, including in-depth
coverage of Wi-Fi, Mobile IP and GSM. Also included is expanded coverage on BGP, wireless security and DNS. This book is
designed for readers who need to learn the fundamentals of computer networking. It also has extensive material, on the very latest
technology, making it of great interest to networking professionals.
While many resources for network and IT security are available, detailed knowledge regarding modern web application security has
been lacking—until now. This practical guide provides both offensive and defensive security concepts that software engineers can
easily learn and apply. Andrew Hoffman, a senior security engineer at Salesforce, introduces three pillars of web application security:
recon, offense, and defense. You’ll learn methods for effectively researching and analyzing modern web applications—including those
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you don’t have direct access to. You’ll also learn how to break into web applications using the latest hacking techniques. Finally,
you’ll learn how to develop mitigations for use in your own web applications to protect against hackers. Explore common
vulnerabilities plaguing today's web applications Learn essential hacking techniques attackers use to exploit applications Map and
document web applications for which you don’t have direct access Develop and deploy customized exploits that can bypass common
defenses Develop and deploy mitigations to protect your applications against hackers Integrate secure coding best practices into your
development lifecycle Get practical tips to help you improve the overall security of your web applications
Everything You Need to Know That Wasn't on the CCNA Exam
A Top-Down Approach
Exploitation and Countermeasures for Modern Web Applications
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach: International Edition
Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs - 2nd Edition
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth Edition, explores the key principles of computer networking,
with examples drawn from the real world of network and protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary
example, this best-selling and classic textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The
systems-oriented approach encourages students to think about how individual network components fit into a
larger, complex system of interactions. This book has a completely updated content with expanded coverage of
the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P, wireless, network
security, and network applications such as e-mail and the Web, IP telephony and video streaming, and peer-topeer file sharing. There is now increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting
research and design is currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design and architecture;
the ways users can connect to a network; the concepts of switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end
protocols; congestion control and resource allocation; and end-to-end data. Each chapter includes a problem
statement, which introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars that elaborate on a topic or introduce a
related advanced topic; What’s Next? discussions that deal with emerging issues in research, the commercial
world, or society; and exercises. This book is written for graduate or upper-division undergraduate classes in
computer networking. It will also be useful for industry professionals retraining for network-related
assignments, as well as for network practitioners seeking to understand the workings of network protocols and
the big picture of networking. Completely updated content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost
importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P, wireless, security, and applications
Increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research and design is currently the
center of attention Free downloadable network simulation software and lab experiments manual available
Have you ever wondered what is behind social media, email, all different websites and so on? Would you like to
know how it was created and the technology that stand behind it? Can you imagine your life without all these
technologies, and how different it would be? If at least one of these questions makes you think, then keep
reading... We are more than happy to represtent our most recent product: "COMPUTER NETWORKING FOR
BEGINNERS" - a complete guide for every newcomer who is interested in computer networking and technology
in general. It's almost impossible to imagine our everyday life without a smartphone or computer. But how it
all started? What is the science behind it? How these so-called simple and obvious websites were created? How
do computers connect to each other? Where does the information go? - All of these questions and mreo are
going to be explained it this book. Now let's take a look at only a few things you will get out of this book: A
complete step-by-step computer networking guide for beginners All the information you need to know about
the internet and how it works Basic characteristics and technologies behind computer networking 1 SIMPLE
TIP you have to know about technology Networking issues you need to know about Many many more... You feel
that you know a lot about computers networking and how it works? Let's check it out, this book will guide you
through every single step, and you will be surprised how different the reality is compared to what you think.
★★★Take action now, scroll up, click on "Buy Now" and start reading! ★★★
An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual
background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research perspectives. “Written by three experts
in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI;
cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form of machine learning that enables computers
to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer
gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a human computer operator to formally specify all
the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of concepts allows the computer to learn complicated
concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph of these hierarchies would be many layers deep. This
book introduces a broad range of topics in deep learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual
background, covering relevant concepts in linear algebra, probability theory and information theory,
numerical computation, and machine learning. It describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in
industry, including deep feedforward networks, regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional
networks, sequence modeling, and practical methodology; and it surveys such applications as natural language
processing, speech recognition, computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and
videogames. Finally, the book offers research perspectives, covering such theoretical topics as linear factor
models, autoencoders, representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the
partition function, approximate inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by
undergraduate or graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by software
engineers who want to begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers
supplementary material for both readers and instructors.
"This book is organized around three concepts fundamental to OS construction: virtualization (of CPU and
memory), concurrency (locks and condition variables), and persistence (disks, RAIDS, and file systems"--Back
cover.
Your Weight-Loss Plan for a Flat Belly, Optimum Health & a Body You'll Love at Midlife and Beyond
Computer Networks
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Data Communications and Networking
A Comprehensive Top-Down Approach
Principles, Protocols and Practice

Loss networks ensure that sufficient resources are available when a call arrives. However, traditional loss network models for
telephone networks cannot cope with today's heterogeneous demands, the central attribute of Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) networks. This requires multiservice loss models. This publication presents mathematical tools for the analysis,
optimization and design of multiservice loss networks. These tools are relevant to modern broadband networks, including
ATM networks. Addressed are networks with both fixed and alternative routing, and with discrete and continuous
bandwidth requirements. Multiservice interconnection networks for switches and contiguous slot assignment for synchronous
transfer mode are also presented.
Pick up where certification exams leave off. With this practical, in-depth guide to the entire network infrastructure, you’ll
learn how to deal with real Cisco networks, rather than the hypothetical situations presented on exams like the CCNA.
Network Warrior takes you step by step through the world of routers, switches, firewalls, and other technologies based on the
author's extensive field experience. You'll find new content for MPLS, IPv6, VoIP, and wireless in this completely revised
second edition, along with examples of Cisco Nexus 5000 and 7000 switches throughout. Topics include: An in-depth view of
routers and routing Switching, using Cisco Catalyst and Nexus switches as examples SOHO VoIP and SOHO wireless access
point design and configuration Introduction to IPv6 with configuration examples Telecom technologies in the datanetworking world, including T1, DS3, frame relay, and MPLS Security, firewall theory, and configuration, as well as ACL
and authentication Quality of Service (QoS), with an emphasis on low-latency queuing (LLQ) IP address allocation, Network
Time Protocol (NTP), and device failures
A systems analysis approach to enterprise network design Master techniques for checking the health of an existing network to
develop a baseline for measuring performance of a new network design Explore solutions for meeting QoS requirements,
including ATM traffic management, IETF controlled-load and guaranteed services, IP multicast, and advanced switching,
queuing, and routing algorithms Develop network designs that provide the high bandwidth and low delay required for realtime applications such as multimedia, distance learning, and videoconferencing Identify the advantages and disadvantages of
various switching and routing protocols, including transparent bridging, Inter-Switch Link (ISL), IEEE 802.1Q, IGRP,
EIGRP, OSPF, and BGP4 Effectively incorporate new technologies into enterprise network designs, including VPNs, wireless
networking, and IP Telephony Top-Down Network Design, Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to
designing enterprise networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world examples, it
teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN links,
and large-scale internetworks. You will learn to analyze business and technical requirements, examine traffic flow and QoS
requirements, and select protocols and technologies based on performance goals. You will also develop an understanding of
network performance factors such as network utilization, throughput, accuracy, efficiency, delay, and jitter. Several charts
and job aids will help you apply a top-down approach to network design. This Second Edition has been revised to include new
and updated material on wireless networks, virtual private networks (VPNs), network security, network redundancy,
modularity in network designs, dynamic addressing for IPv4 and IPv6, new network design and management tools, Ethernet
scalability options (including 10-Gbps Ethernet, Metro Ethernet, and Long-Reach Ethernet), and networks that carry voice
and data traffic. Top-Down Network Design, Second Edition, has a companion website at http://www.topdownbook.com,
which includes updates to the book, links to white papers, and supplemental information about design resources. This book is
part of the Networking Technology Series from Cisco Press¿ which offers networking professionals valuable information for
constructing efficient networks, understanding new technologies, and building successful careers.
&>select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book
with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code.
Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong
ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- For First Year Experience, Student Success,
and Introduction to College courses. Written specifically for students attending two year programs, it addresses the needs and
challenges of students in community and technical colleges. Cornerstones for Community College Success is known for its
concrete and practical strategies that students can apply to all college classes, the world of work, and life in general, it
addresses the "why" of learning and the power of positive change. Offers hallmark coverage of Bloom's taxonomy, SQ3R
integration, Information and Financial literacy. Major defining topics include first generation students, adult learners,
making successful transitions, and planning for success in the second year and beyond. The ancillary materials are designed
to assist instructors in delivering a top-level student success course. 032194769X / 9780321947697 Cornerstones for
Community College Success, Books a la Carte Edition Plus NEW MyStudentSuccessLab 2012 Update -- Access Card
Package, 2/e Package consists of 0321943252 / 9780321943255 NEW MyStudentSuccessLab 2013 Update -- Value Pack Access
Card 0321860594 / 9780321860590 Cornerstones for Community College Success The Books A La Carte (aka "Student Value
Edition" or "Loose Leaf") is a three-hole-punched, full-color version of the premium textbook that's available at 35% less
than the traditional bound text. Students can lighten their load and carry just what they need!
Computer Networking First Step
The Essential Guide To Networking To Introduce Yourself To The Computer Network Through a Top-down Approach And
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Various Infrastructures
Multiservice Loss Models for Broadband Telecommunication Networks
A Hands-On Approach
Top-Down Network Design

Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs by Harold Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 License.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Intended for introductory and advanced courses in software engineering. The ninth edition of Software
Engineering presents a broad perspective of software engineering, focusing on the processes and techniques fundamental to the creation
of reliable, software systems. Increased coverage of agile methods and software reuse, along with coverage of 'traditional' plan-driven
software engineering, gives readers the most up-to-date view of the field currently available. Practical case studies, a full set of easy-toaccess supplements, and extensive web resources make teaching the course easier than ever. The book is now structured into four parts:
1: Introduction to Software Engineering 2: Dependability and Security 3: Advanced Software Engineering 4: Software Engineering
Management
Hands-on networking experience, without the lab! The best way to learn about network protocols is to see them in action. But that
doesn't mean that you need a lab full of networking equipment. This revolutionary text and its accompanying CD give readers realistic
hands-on experience working with network protocols, without requiring all the routers, switches, hubs, and PCs of an actual network.
Computer Networking: Internet Protocols in Action provides packet traces of real network activity on CD. Readers open the trace files
using Ethereal, an open source network protocol analyzer, and follow the text to perform the exercises, gaining a thorough understanding
of the material by seeing it in action. Features * Practicality: Readers are able to learn by doing, without having to use actual networks.
Instructors can add an active learning component to their course without the overhead of collecting the materials. * Flexibility: This
approach has been used successfully with students at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Appropriate for courses regardless of
whether the instructor uses a bottom-up or a top-down approach. * Completeness: The exercises take the reader from the basics of
examining quiet and busy networks through application, transport, network, and link layers to the crucial issues of network security.
Your ultimate one-stop networking reference Designed to replace that groaning shelf-load of dull networking books you’d otherwise have
to buy and house, Networking All-in-One For Dummies covers all the basic and not-so-basic information you need to get a network up and
running. It also helps you keep it running as it grows more complicated, develops bugs, and encounters all the fun sorts of trouble you
expect from a complex system. Ideal both as a starter for newbie administrators and as a handy quick reference for pros, this book is
built for speed, allowing you to get past all the basics—like installing and configuring hardware and software, planning your network
design, and managing cloud services—so you can get on with what your network is actually intended to do. In a friendly, jargon-free style,
Doug Lowe—an experienced IT Director and prolific tech author—covers the essential, up-to-date information for networking in systems
such as Linux and Windows 10 and clues you in on best practices for security, mobile, and more. Each of the nine minibooks demystifies
the basics of one key area of network management. Plan and administrate your network Implement virtualization Get your head around
networking in the Cloud Lock down your security protocols The best thing about this book? You don’t have to read it all at once to get
things done; once you’ve solved the specific issue at hand, you can put it down again and get on with your life. And the next time you
need it, it’ll have you covered.
Practical Guide for Programmers
Study Companion
Networking All-in-One For Dummies
The Whole Body Reset
Theory and Practice of a New Paradigm for the Design Disciplines

Objectives The purpose of Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, is to help you design
networks that meet a customer’s business and technical goals. Whether your customer is
another department within your own company or an external client, this book provides you
with tested processes and tools to help you understand traffic flow, protocol behavior,
and internetworking technologies. After completing this book, you will be equipped to
design enterprise networks that meet a customer’s requirements for functionality,
capacity, performance, availability, scalability, affordability, security, and
manageability. Audience This book is for you if you are an internetworking professional
responsible for designing and maintaining medium- to large-sized enterprise networks. If
you are a network engineer, architect, or technician who has a working knowledge of
network protocols and technologies, this book will provide you with practical advice on
applying your knowledge to internetwork design. This book also includes useful
information for consultants, systems engineers, and sales engineers who design corporate
networks for clients. In the fast-paced presales environment of many systems engineers,
it often is difficult to slow down and insist on a top-down, structured systems analysis
approach. Wherever possible, this book includes shortcuts and assumptions that can be
made to speed up the network design process. Finally, this book is useful for
undergraduate and graduate students in computer science and information technology
disciplines. Students who have taken one or two courses in networking theory will find
Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, an approachable introduction to the engineering
and business issues related to developing real-world networks that solve typical business
problems. Changes for the Third Edition Networks have changed in many ways since the
second edition was published. Many legacy technologies have disappeared and are no longer
covered in the book. In addition, modern networks have become multifaceted, providing
support for numerous bandwidth-hungry applications and a variety of devices, ranging from
smart phones to tablet PCs to high-end servers. Modern users expect the network to be
available all the time, from any device, and to let them securely collaborate with
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coworkers, friends, and family. Networks today support voice, video, high-definition TV,
desktop sharing, virtual meetings, online training, virtual reality, and applications
that we can’t even imagine that brilliant college students are busily creating in their
dorm rooms. As applications rapidly change and put more demand on networks, the need to
teach a systematic approach to network design is even more important than ever. With that
need in mind, the third edition has been retooled to make it an ideal textbook for
college students. The third edition features review questions and design scenarios at the
end of each chapter to help students learn top-down network design. To address new
demands on modern networks, the third edition of Top-Down Network Design also has updated
material on the following topics: ¿ Network redundancy ¿ Modularity in network designs ¿
The Cisco SAFE security reference architecture ¿ The Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP)
¿ Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) ¿ Ethernet scalability options, including 10-Gbps
Ethernet and Metro Ethernet ¿ Network design and management tools
Appropriate for Computer Networking or Introduction to Networking courses at both the
undergraduate and graduate level in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, CIS, MIS,
and Business Departments. Tanenbaum takes a structured approach to explaining how
networks work from the inside out. He starts with an explanation of the physical layer of
networking, computer hardware and transmission systems; then works his way up to network
applications. Tanenbaum's in-depth application coverage includes email; the domain name
system; the World Wide Web (both client- and server-side); and multimedia (including
voice over IP, Internet radio video on demand, video conferencing, and streaming media.
TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide for Programmers, Second Edition is a quick and
affordable way to gain the knowledge and skills needed to develop sophisticated and
powerful web-based applications. The book's focused, tutorial-based approach enables the
reader to master the tasks and techniques essential to virtually all client-server
projects using sockets in C. This edition has been expanded to include new advancements
such as support for IPv6 as well as detailed defensive programming strategies. If you
program using Java, be sure to check out this book’s companion, TCP/IP Sockets in Java:
Practical Guide for Programmers, 2nd Edition. Includes completely new and expanded
sections that address the IPv6 network environment, defensive programming, and the
select() system call, thereby allowing the reader to program in accordance with the most
current standards for internetworking. Streamlined and concise tutelage in conjunction
with line-by-line code commentary allows readers to quickly program web-based
applications without having to wade through unrelated and discursive networking tenets.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer
programming tutorial that teaches programming, logical thinking, data structures and
algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts
with the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types,
conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like
methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects.
After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming
topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), highquality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance,
abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It
also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like algorithm
design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language and
Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific
technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by
a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software
development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way of thinking
needed to become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a
great start for anyone who wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does
not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but shows the true way
to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies and tools.
It is good for beginners and intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a
successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is accompanied by free
video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and
live examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and other
resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming
with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13:
978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin
Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber
Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-AttributionPage 5/8
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Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book, computer programming, programming
fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial;
programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional
statements, control-flow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text
processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack trace, streams, files,
text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree,
graph, depth-first search, DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables,
associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion,
combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming,
classes, objects, constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction,
interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion,
coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods,
anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality
classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring,
problem solving, problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Cornerstones for Community College Success, Books a la Carte Edition Plus New
Mystudentsuccesslab 2012 Update -- Access Card Package
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach, Global Edition
A Top-Down Approach, Global Edition
The Bulgarian C# Book
TCP/IP Sockets in C
Appropriate for a first course on computer networking, this textbook describes the architecture and
function of the application, transport, network, and link layers of the internet protocol stack, then
examines audio and video networking applications, the underpinnings of encryption and network security,
and the key issues of network management. Th
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach, Global EditionPearson Higher Ed
For courses in Networking/Communications. Motivate your students with a top-down, layered approach to
computer networking Unique among computer networking texts, the 7th Edition of the popular Computer
Networking: A Top Down Approach builds on the author’s long tradition of teaching this complex subject
through a layered approach in a “top-down manner.” The text works its way from the application layer
down toward the physical layer, motivating students by exposing them to important concepts early in
their study of networking. Focusing on the Internet and the fundamentally important issues of
networking, this text provides an excellent foundation for students in computer science and electrical
engineering, without requiring extensive knowledge of programming or mathematics. The full text
downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make
highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer
and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online
and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook
products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Interactivity is the catchword for a wide range of innovative solutions that concept designers and
engineers are developing in every area of technology and culture. For the authors interaction is more
than a technological or aesthetic concept, it is a new means to ally humans and technology in a dynamic
and reciprocal form of "living in technology". This publication gathers together scientists and
contributors from diverse fields of activity, providing a fascinating, up-to-date survey of the
technological and conceptual equipment of experts engaged in aesthetic disciplines and product design.
The editor, Professor Gerhard M. Buurman, is Head of Interactiondesign at the University of Art, Media
and Design (HGKZ) in Zurich. Unter dem Stichwort der Interaktivität arbeiten heute Designer, Ingenieure
und Konzepter an innovativen Lösungen für alle Bereiche der Technik und Kultur. Interaktivität
beschreibt eine dynamische und wechselseitig wirkende Kooperation von Mensch und Technik und sie
bedingt ein neues Denken unter der realistischen Annahme von einem «Leben in Technik». Das Buch führt
Wissenschaftler und Menschen aus ganz unterschiedlichen Praxisbereichen zusammen und gibt einen
spannenden und aktuellen Überblick über das technologische und konzeptionelle Rüstzeug von Experten,
die im Bereich der ästhetischen Disziplinen arbeiten und Produkte gestalten. Der Herausgeber Professor
Gerhard M. Buurman ist Head of Interactiondesign an der HGKZ.
Internet Protocols in Action
Florida Institute of Technology
Operating Systems
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the Internet, 3/e
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#

Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Sixth Edition of Computer Networking
continues with an early emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces (the
top layer), encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts, before working down
the protocol stack to more abstract layers. This book has become the dominant book for this course because
of the authors’ reputations, the precision of explanation, the quality of the art program, and the value of their
own supplements.
Healthcare providers, consumers, researchers and policy makers are inundated with unmanageable amounts
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of information, including evidence from healthcare research. It has become impossible for all to have the time
and resources to find, appraise and interpret this evidence and incorporate it into healthcare decisions.
Cochrane Reviews respond to this challenge by identifying, appraising and synthesizing research-based
evidence and presenting it in a standardized format, published in The Cochrane Library
(www.thecochranelibrary.com). The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions contains
methodological guidance for the preparation and maintenance of Cochrane intervention reviews. Written in a
clear and accessible format, it is the essential manual for all those preparing, maintaining and reading
Cochrane reviews. Many of the principles and methods described here are appropriate for systematic reviews
applied to other types of research and to systematic reviews of interventions undertaken by others. It is hoped
therefore that this book will be invaluable to all those who want to understand the role of systematic reviews,
critically appraise published reviews or perform reviews themselves.
New York Times Bestseller Stop—and even reverse!—age-related weight gain and muscle loss with the firstever weight-loss plan specifically designed to shrink your belly, extend your life, and create your healthiest self
at mid-life and beyond. You don’t have to gain weight as you age. That’s the simple yet revolutionary promise of
The Whole Body Reset, which uncovers why standard diet and exercise advice stops working for us as we
approach midlife—and reveals how simple changes to the way we eat can halt, and even reverse, age-related
weight gain and muscle loss. The Whole Body Reset presents stunning new evidence about the power of
“protein timing” for people at midlife—research that blows away current government guidelines, refutes the
myth of slowing metabolisms and “inevitable” weight gain, and changes the way people in their mid-forties and
older should think about food. The Whole Body Reset explains in simple, inspiring terms exactly how our
bodies change with age, and how eating to accommodate those changes can make us respond to exercise as if
we were twenty to thirty years younger. Developed by AARP, tested by a panel of more than 100 AARP
employees, and approved by an international board of doctors, nutritionists, and fitness experts, The Whole
Body Reset doesn’t use diet phases, eating windows, calorie restriction, or other trendy gimmicks. Its six
simple secrets and scores of recipes are easy to follow, designed for real people living in the real world. A
dining guide even shows how to follow this program in popular restaurants from McDonald’s to Starbucks to
Olive Garden. And best of all: It works!
Data is at the center of many challenges in system design today. Difficult issues need to be figured out, such as
scalability, consistency, reliability, efficiency, and maintainability. In addition, we have an overwhelming variety
of tools, including relational databases, NoSQL datastores, stream or batch processors, and message brokers.
What are the right choices for your application? How do you make sense of all these buzzwords? In this
practical and comprehensive guide, author Martin Kleppmann helps you navigate this diverse landscape by
examining the pros and cons of various technologies for processing and storing data. Software keeps
changing, but the fundamental principles remain the same. With this book, software engineers and architects
will learn how to apply those ideas in practice, and how to make full use of data in modern applications. Peer
under the hood of the systems you already use, and learn how to use and operate them more effectively Make
informed decisions by identifying the strengths and weaknesses of different tools Navigate the trade-offs
around consistency, scalability, fault tolerance, and complexity Understand the distributed systems research
upon which modern databases are built Peek behind the scenes of major online services, and learn from their
architectures
A Top-down Approach
Designing Data-Intensive Applications
The Big Ideas Behind Reliable, Scalable, and Maintainable Systems
Total Interaction
A Top-down Approach Featuring the Internet
In the 1950s, East Central Florida underwent a vast transformation with the creation of the American
space program. The sleepy fishing communities stretching from Titusville to Melbourne became home to an
army of engineers, rocket scientists, and technicians who would soon take Florida and the nation into
the missile age. With no opportunities for advanced study nearby, a handful of determined men and women
launched Brevard Engineering College in 1958. In 1966, Florida's secretary of state approved the
college's petition to change its name to Florida Institute of Technology. In its short history, Florida
Tech has overcome formidable hurdles and succeeded in winning a place in the top ranks of scientific and
technological universities. A college on the rise, Florida Tech has not only a bright future, but a rich
and colorful history that has been captured in striking photographs. The exciting story of "Countdown
College"-from the lift-off of Bumper 8 in 1950, which launched the space program in Florida, to the most
recent high-tech additions to campus facilities-is the subject of this captivating new pictorial
history.
The goal of this textbook is to provide enough background into the inner workings of the Internet to
allow a novice to understand how the various protocols on the Internet work together to accomplish
simple tasks, such as a search. By building an Internet with all the various services a person uses
every day, one will gain an appreciation not only of the work that goes on unseen, but also of the
choices made by designers to make life easier for the user. Each chapter consists of background
information on a specific topic or Internet service, and where appropriate a final section on how to
configure a Raspberry Pi to provide that service. While mainly meant as an undergraduate textbook for a
course on networking or Internet protocols and services, it can also be used by anyone interested in the
Internet as a step–by–step guide to building one's own Intranet, or as a reference guide as to how
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things work on the global Internet
Security in Computing
Deep Learning
Web Application Security
Network Warrior
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